
Message from the Chairman
October 2014

The year 2014 marks the 100th anniversary of both the 

Panama Canal and the Japan Society of Civil Engineers. No doubt 

that the Panama Canal is a living engineering monument connecting 

the Pacific and the Atlantic Ocean. JSCE was established in 1914 

entrusted with the mission to contribute to the advancement of 

scientific culture by promoting the field of civil engineering and the 

expansion of civil engineering activities.

Celebrating the 100th anniversary of the Panama Canal, ASCE held their 

Global Engineering Conference "From Community Projects to Giga Projects: Civil 

Engineers Having a Global Impact" in Panama City, Panama during 7-11 October 

2014, so that participants could visit the Canal and the new locks under construction.

During the conference, there was a special session presented by President 

Mashahiko Isobe of JSCE on the achievement of the only Japanese Engineer working 

on the Panama Canal Project, Mr. Akira Aoyama, on the construction of the Panama 

Canal Project. Mr. Aoyama's courage and determination, as a fresh graduate from 

Tokyo Imperial University, to sail across the Pacific Ocean in 1903 to take part in the 

project is greatly admired. He believed that the Canal would make a significant impact 

on the world and that "… the Pacific Ocean would really become the Pacific Ocean for 

the entire world." More importantly, his achievements on the Panama Canal Project and 

his later transfer of his learnt technologies to construct the Arakawa Flood Discharging 

Channel in Tokyo and a better Japan are highly appreciated. His experience and skills 

gained in Panama have formed the basis for modern civil engineering in Japan and 

for cooperation between Japan and the United States. His mantra "Do your best to 

leave the world better than you found it" should be considered by civil engineers to 

be mantra of their own. Akira Aoyama, a Japanese engineer American leadership 

constructing the Panama Canal Project, exemplifies the importance of international 

understanding and cooperation. The Global Networking Reception and Dinner was 

held in the evening of 9th October 2014. Twenty-one delegations from different 

economies, including some ACECC members, such as EA, JSCE, PICE etc., attended 
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the function. The ASCE Region 10 (International Region) Board of Governors held 

their meeting after the conference. As ASCE is implementing global strategy, is looking 

forward to collaboration opportunities with ACECC members through Region 10 under 

the leadership the new Region 10 Director, Professor Constantine Memos of Greece. 

ACECC was established on 27th September 1999, with the aims of promoting 

the acquisition and transfer of civil engineering knowledge for advancing the design 

and construction practices that ultimately improve the quality of life of all citizens from 

ACECC member economies. Spirit is what Mr. Akira Aoyama demontrated by his 

courageous action to sail from Yokohama across the Pacific Ocean to Seattle, to New 

York, and eventually to Panama to work on the Canal.

The upcoming Technical Coordinating Committee Meeting and Planning 

Committee Meeting, and Executive Committee Meeting of ACECC will be held on 

18th and 19th November 2014, respectively, so that representatives of ACECC 

members can participate in the historical events celebrating the 100th anniversary 

of JSCE. The representative of the Engineering Institute of Thailand under H.M. the 

King’s Patronage will attend these meetings as an observer, with a view of joining 

ACECC in the future. In these meetings, we have many important issues to discuss to 

further the developments of ACECC. Your contributions will be very important.

The ACECC Technical Seminar will be held in the afternoon of 19th November 

2014. JSCE 100th Anniversary Celebration events include the International Forum 

of 20th November 2014, the 3rd Roundtable Meeting of 19-20 November 2014, 

the JSCE Reception in the evening of 20 November 2014, the Commemorative 

Ceremony in the afternoon of 21st November 2014, and the Banquet in the evening 

of 21st November 2014.

I look forward to meeting all of you in Tokyo, Japan in a few weeks.
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Membership

Welcome to new members, IEB and IEP, who joined ACECC in the last year. 

They have already started participating on several of our activities. We are working 

on adding more members in the near future. Stay tuned!

Future ACECC Meetings

November 18 & 19, 2014: 27th ECM, Tokyo, Japan

March/April 2015: 28th ECM, Bangladesh 

September/October 2015: 29th ECM, South Korea

March 2016: 30th ECM, India

August 29 & 30, 2016: 31st ECM, Hawaii, USA

August 30 to September 2, 2016: CECAR 7, Hawaii, USA

More details on the above will be discussed at the upcoming PCM in Tokyo.
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Sessions for CECAR 7

Sessions will come from (1) TCC deliverables, (2) invited sessions from ACECC 

member societies, and (3) general Call for Abstracts. At the last PCM (Hawaii) 

each member society was invited to organize one or two sessions (not from their 

participation and output in the TCC). We have not received any responses to date. 

At the Tokyo PCM please let me know if you will be organizing any such sessions. 

At this time I need only the title and point of contact for each session, 90 minutes in 

duration (4 or 5 presentations). The details of each such session can be submitted at 

the PCM in Bangladesh.  

Hawaii Protocol

At CECAR 6 ACECC signed the Jakarta Protocol: Civil Engineering for a 

Sustainable Future. We propose to have a Hawaii Protocol at CECAR 7. This could 

be a continuation of or more focus on one or more items under the Jakarta Protocol, 

or we could come up with something else. Please start thinking about it. We will 

brainstorm this topic at the PCM in Tokyo.

CECAR 8

Even though 2019 is many years away, it is time 

to start the selection and planning process for CECAR 

8. Letters of intent (nominations) from member societies 

intending to host CECAR 8 are required by the end of 

October 2014. We will announce the nominations and 

hold a very preliminary discussion on this topic at the 

PCM in Tokyo, with detailed presentations and voting 

(final selection) scheduled at the PCM in Bangladesh.

Looking forward to our meetings in Tokyo.
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During the Technical Coordinating Committee (TCC) Meeting 

in Honolulu last March 2014, the TCC Chair announced the 

Committee’s initiatives and plans for the next three years.   Among 

these are the dissemination and promotion of Technical Committee (TC) papers to 

member-societies to meet their particular interest and needs.

Since the establishment of ACECC in 1999, there have been some 20 technical 

papers submitted / presented on various topics as follows: 

TC-1 on “Asian and Pacific Coastal Network”, 

TC-2 on “Integrated River Management”, 

TC-3 on “Inter-Regional Cooperation for (the) Great Mekong Sub-Region”,

TC-4 on “The Sumatra Offshore Earthquake and the Indian Ocean Tsunami”,

TC-5 on “Sustainable Development of Civil Engineering”, 

TC-6 on “Quantitative Risk Assessment for Hazard Mitigation”, 

TC-7 on “Disaster Mitigation, Adaptation and Preparedness Strategies (DMAPS)”, 

TC-8 on “Harmonization of Design Codes in the Asian Region”, 

TC-9 on “Infrastructure Report Card”, 

TC-10 on “Life-Cycle Consideration in Civil Engineering”,

TC-11 on “Code of Practice for the Use of Stabilizing Agents for Flexible Pavement

 Construction”,

TC-12 on “Railway Technology Renewal and Expansion in Asian Region”,

TC-13 on “Building Information Modeling (BIM)”,

TC-14 on “Sustainable Infrastructure”,

TC-15 on “River Environment”,

TC-16 on “ITS-based Solutions for Urban Traffic Problems in Asia Pacific Countries”,

TC-17 on “Anti-Corruption”,

TCC to Launch Intra-ACECC Fora
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TC-18 on “Adoption of Standard Operating Procedures for Design, Construction and

 Maintenance of Long Span Bridges”,

TC-19 on “Promotion of the Asian Concrete Model Code in the Asian Region”,

TC-20 on “Renewable Energy for Sustainable Development in Asia and Pacific

 Countries”.

Such works are valuable ACECC resources which if made available/known only 

to a few of our members, would be a waste of valued research efforts and valuable 

practical knowledge.

In line with the above initiative, the TCC proposes that terminated TCs be 

disseminated and promoted within ACECC by way of seminars, lectures and mini 

conferences.  Such fora are to be sponsored by the interested societies under the 

guidance and advisement of the particular technical committee.   Said program 

would be administered by the Secretariat, and assisted by the TCC and jointly funded 

by ACECC and the sponsoring member societies.   Details of the program and 

funding mechanisms for its operation would be discussed among the TCC members 

and once agreed upon the same shall be submitted to the Executive Committee for 

approval.

In order to realize the objectives of this program and sustain its momentum as it 

promotes the dissemination of research materials to civil engineers in the Asia-Pacific 

Region, ACECC member societies are enjoined to sponsor/undertake the holding of 

conferences based on one or more of these TC papers.

POTENCIANO A. LEONCIO, JR.
Chairman, Technical Coordinating Committee
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Engineers Australia is the peak body for the engineering profession in Australia.  

With over 100,000 members, Engineers Australia is a not-for-profit organisation 

constituted by Royal Charter to advance the practice of engineering for the benefit 

of the community.  Engineers Australia represents all branches of engineering and 

our membership consists of professional engineers, engineering technologists and 

engineering associates.

The Patron of Engineers Australia is the Governor-General of Australia, His 

Excellency the Honourable General Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Retd).

Engineers Australia has representation in every state and territory in Australia 

and across four overseas chapters in Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, and the 

United Kingdom.  The organisation is the second-largest professional association in 

Australia and among the largest engineering organisations of its type in the world.  

Engineers Australia is very active and on the world-stage through participation in the 

World Federation of Engineering Organizations and the International Engineering 

Alliance, whose membership comprises 11 of the G20 nations.

Engineers Australia is steered by a representative body, the National Congress, 

who elects and monitors the Council of Engineers Australia.  There are numerous 

committees, colleges, technical societies and other groups that actively contribute to 

the organisation as a whole.

The mission of Engineers Australia is to be the trusted voice of the profession 

and the global home for engineering professionals renowned as leaders in shaping a 

Engineers Australia Overview-ACECC
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sustainable world.  Among the many activities of the association include:

• Educating members and the community.

• Facilitating the exchange of ideas and information.

• Encouraging the development of knowledge and competency.

• Setting and maintaining high professional standards for members.

• Informing community leaders and decision-makers.

Members of Engineers Australia each belong to one or more of our eight 

Colleges covering the different fields of engineering practice.   These Colleges aim to 

be the reference point for technical excellence in engineering in Australia.  Members 

may also belong to any of Engineers Australia’s 28 Technical Societies which include 

non-engineer members and collaborate closely with industry.

From 24-28 November this year Engineers Australia will be hosting its 

Convention 2014 ( www.convention2014.org.au ).  Engineers Australia has invested 

more than $8 million to bring together over 3,000 delegates each day through ten 

major national conferences to be brought together through this major inaugural 

event held at the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre in Victoria, Australia.

Convention will showcase Australia’s engineering capability to a global 

audience through the largest engineering conference ever held in Australia, and 

indeed in the Southern Hemisphere.  This flagship event will attract the best and 

brightest minds in engineering to explore issues at the cutting edge of the profession 

and to discuss and debate the critical role of the engineering profession in creating a 

better future for Australia.

For more information on Engineers Australia visit 

www.engineersaustralia.org.au



      HAKI Annual Seminar 
                    And Exhibition 2014

HAKI Annual Seminar 2014 has been successfully organized on August 26 

– 27, 2014 at Borobudur Hotel, Jakarta, Indonesia, with the theme “ Indonesia, 

Ready for the Earthquake”. 515 HAKI and non-HAKI members participated in this 

seminar and exhibition, and discussed various topics in the area of structural and 

civil engineering that presented by Indonesian and international speakers. A key-note 

lecture on “The Application of New Indonesian Seismic Code for Existing and New 

Buildings in Jakarta” was voted as the most valuable paper in the seminar. 

Following the seminar, a one-day short-course on Seismic Resistant Steel 

Structures was conducted on August 28, 2014  with 357 registered participants. 

During 3-days event, an exhibition was also organized and involved 18 local and 

foreign companies.  

This year HAKI annual program showed the high concern and needs of 

Indonesian engineers on the development in design of seismic resistant structures, as 

well as needs for exchange information among the participants.
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JSCE 
Annual Meeting-International Program

2014 JSCE Annual Meeting was held at OSAKA University Toyonaka Campus 

from September 10 to 12, 2014. International Program, hosted by International 

Activities Center, was designed to provide the opportunity to meet and share ideas 

and opinions with civil engineering professionals and students from around the 

world. This is a brief report of programs. You can see more details of events at the 

JSCE International Activities Center News: http://www.jsce-int.org/pub/iacnews/24.

• ell as ACECC sponsored events are listed on request.

• Date: September 10-12, 2014

• Venue: Osaka University Toyonaka Campus

• Participants from abroad: Korea, Taiwan, India, Indonesia, Mongolia, Netherland, 

Thailand, China, Philippines, Hong Kong, Myanmar and Turkey: Total 16 

participants.

• Program:

1. The 16th International Summer Symposium

 Date: September 10, 2014

 Papers: 65

2. Panel Discussion

 Date: September 10, 2014

 Topic: “What We Learned in Japan: Messages from Leading Civil Engineers 

Who Have Studied in Japan”

 Coordinator: Dr. Egami, Kazuya, Leader of Korea Group of IAC

 Presenter: Prof. Lee, Dong-Uk, president of the JSCE Korea Section, Professor 

emeritus at Pukyong National University

 Dr. Ko, Wu-Te, secretary general of the JSCE Taiwan Section and assistant 

professor at Cheng Shiu University
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3. International Workshop for Young Civil Engineers

 Date: September 10-12, 2014

 Topic: “Facing the Challenges of Our Future Society”

 Participants: 51

4. Technical Tour

 Date: September 13, 2014

 Destination: Akashi Kaikyo Bridge, Hansin Expressway Earthquake Museum

 Participants: 38

From Secretary General

• Commemorative stamps 
issued in Japan

Postage stamp to commemorate 

the 100th anniversary of Japan Society 

of Civil Engineers was issued in Japan 

on September 1, just before the JSCE 

annual Meeting. On the stamps, many 

types of civil engineering work are drawn. 

The stamps are available to purchase at 

major post offices in Japan.
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• 27th ACECC Executive Committee Meeting and 
JSCE 100th Anniversary International Program

ACECC Program

The program will be updated on the ACECC website:

http://www.acecc-world.org/

Monday, November 17/ ACECC Tour (Tokyo Sky Tree)

Tuesday, November 18/

16th Technical Coordinating Committee Meeting (at Room AB, JSCE HQ)

21st Planning Committee Meeting (at Room AB, JSCE HQ)

ACECC welcome Reception

Wednesday, November 19/

27th Executive Committee Meeting (at Room AB, JSCE HQ)

ACECC Technical Session (at Room AB, JSCE HQ)

International Networking Reception (at Auditorium JSCE HQ)

JSCE 100th Anniversary International Program

For details see the website: 

http://jsce100.com/system/files/flyer.pdf

http://jsce100.com/en/100th_symposium

Wednesday, November 19/

 3rd Roundtable Meeting on Disaster Management (at Auditorium JSCE HQ)

 International Networking Reception (at Auditorium JSCE HQ)

Thursday, November 20/

 International Forum (at JP Tower Hall & Conference)

Friday, November 21/

 100th Anniversary Commemorative Ceremony (at Tokyo International Forum)

 Banquet (at Imperia Hotel, Tokyo)



ACECC Event Calendar  (As of October 19, 2014)

• ACECC sponsored events are listed on request.

• Contents will be revised at the end of each month based on the latest information.

• The events listed on the table should be that official language is English and that 

any persons who belong to ACECC can participate.

Nov. 13-15, 2014

Nov. 18-19, 2014

Nov. 20-21, 2014

Nov. 24-28, 2014

Dec. 6-7, 2014

Mar. 27-28, 2015

Sep. 16-19, 2015

Oct. 10-14, 2015

Nov. 9-13, 2015

Nov. 28-Dec. 4, 2015

PICE 40th National Convention

ACECC 27th Executive Committee Meeting

JSCE: JSCE’s 100 years anniversary

EA: Engineers Australia National 
Convention

CICHE: Annual Convention

ACECC 28th Executive Committee Meeting

ACECC-support conference: The Fifth 
International Conference of EURO ASIA 
CIVIL ENGINEERING FORUM

ASCE: Annual Convention

ACECC-support conference:
The15th Asian Regional Conference on Soil 
Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering

WFEO: World Engineering
Conference and Convention

Legazpi City, Albay, Philippines
http://www.pice.org.ph

Tokyo, Japan

Tokyo, Japan
http://jsce100.com/en/

Melbourne-Australia
http://www.convention2014.org.au

Kaohsiung-Taiwan

Dhaka, Bangladesh

Surabaya, Indonesia
http://eacef5.petra.ac.id/

New York, USA
http://www.asce.org

Fukuoka, Japan
http://www.15arc.org

Kyoto, Japan
http://www.congre.co.jp/wecc2015/

Date Name of Events City
Further information
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